Abstract-The non-probabilistic reliability theory is introduced to assess bridges which are in active service. A model of simply supported girder bridge is built based on this theory. Theoretical method and failure point optimization method based on the finite element software are used respectively for computation prior to strengthen of the girder bridge model to validate the effectiveness of failure point optimization method. In the meantime, reliability evaluation is conducted. After being strengthened with carbon fiber cloth, the model is implemented with non-probabilistic reliability evaluation. Afterwards, the evaluation is further conducted under different conditions by means of altering the width and the layer of carbon fiber cloth respectively. And afterwards, an optimal carbon-fiber-reinforced plan is worked out.
INTRODUCTION
As an important part of road, bridge plays an important role in traffic safety and smoothness. With the development of social economic development, there are a very large number of bridges. At the present, there are 760 thousands bridges with a total length of more than 40000 km all around China. However, the problem of bridge disease has become increasingly serious. Diseases and defects in different levels of current bridges seriously harm the normal use of the bridge. China has entered a period when new construction and maintenance are paid equal importance. The sticking carbon fiber reinforcement method, which has been widely applied to structure maintenance and reinforcement, has high construction efficiency, reinforcement effectiveness and comprehensive benefits, with characteristics of light weight, high strength and outstanding design-ability. Due to the complexity of reinforcement components and difference in reinforcement position, it is essential to research the reliability of reinforcing components [1] - [8] . Current studies on the reliability of carbon fiber reinforcing bridges are mainly confined to the probability theory as the base.
Although the research based on probabilistic reliability has achieved fruitful results, but it still has many shortcomings. As the probabilistic reliability is sensitive to the probability, a tiny error in probability data may lead to big error in the calculation result of structure reliability [2] . At the same time, it is difficult to get large enough data which meet the requirement of probability methods, causing there are many problems in probabilistic reliability research. The nonprobabilistic reliability theory is also widely used in engineering studies, which needs relatively less data and is easy to be researched with accurate results.
Non-probabilistic reliability theory is becoming matured day by day. The concept, non-probabilistic reliability, has been put forward on the basis of researches and analysis of the interval model, that is, the volume ratio of the structural security domain and the interval variable domain is defined as the structural reliability measurement. The nonprobabilistic reliability analysis of the interval theory does not need specific distribution of parametric variables. It only needs to determine the upper and lower limits of parameters, effectively reducing the computational complexity with better adaptability. Jiang Tao [10] has put forward to a onedimension optimization algorithm to calculate nonprobabilistic reliability index. It transforms the solution of non-probabilistic index into the rooting of single-variable equation. The one-dimensional optimization algorithm in the literature transforms the interval variable to standard interval variable, obtains the limit state equation about failure and determines reliable index of the monotonicity calculation of the objective function [11] . Chen Xuyong [12] first introduces the non-probabilistic theory into the evaluation of existing bridges and evaluates the non-probabilistic reliability of a simple simply-supported beam bridge. There is still a lot of specific work to be studied on the non-probabilistic reliability evaluation of existing bridges. This article studies the digital model of the non-probability theory's reliability assessment on the simply-supported beam bridge based on the non-probabilistic theory and calculates the reliability of the proposed method.
II. THE NON-PROBABILISTIC RELIABLITY OF THE SIMPLY-SUPPORTED BEAM BRIDGE

A. Non-probabilistic Reliability Theoretical Model
The non-probabilistic reliability model of the calculated structure is obtained according to the interval analysis method. Assume the calculated interval variable set associated with the structure,
. Then the function in the limit state can be calculated as: 
In terms of engineering practice, when
, the structure is regarded unreliable; when 1   , the structure is regarded reliable; the larger the value is, the more structure is. The structural security can be determined according to the size between  and 1. In terms of geometric meaning, the extended interval variables are regarded as standard interval variables and the structural reliability can be expressed by the distance of the shortest path between the ordinate origin and the function failure plane. Fig. 1 and 2 respectively give normalized interval variables after expansion and measure the structural reliability by the distance of the shortest path between the origin and the structural function. When 1   , the actual fluctuation range and the failure range of the structural function have no public intersection, indicating that the structure is secure at that time. The larger value indicates the more secure and reliable structure. 
B. Sensitivity Analysis of Parameters
The bridge structure is sensitive to some factors. When these factors change a little, the bridge's carrying capacity changes a lot; but it responds slowly to some other factors. As different factors play different role in the bridge structure, we can analyze the sensitivity of these factors before collecting data to preliminary identify the sensitivity of each factor. For factors with high sensitivity, we can collect data as much as possible when detecting the bridge to make data more accurately simulate the actual bridge; for factors with poor sensitivity, an initial rough range can meet the requirements of assessment and calculation.
The objective of sensitivity analysis is to identify the key parameter affecting the model performance which plays an important role in model parameterization and uncertainty calibration, optimization and quantification [13] . The operation is generally keeping the other parameters unchanged by changing only one input variable to determine the influence on the model result. Change the input variable and observe the change of calculated result. The sensitivity analysis can effectively determine which input variables have larger impact on the calculation of the model. In the actual project, this method can reduce the work of data collection and effectively improve the working efficiency.
The primary problem of the sensitivity analysis of the bridge is to determine reasonable function based on the failure criterion. The specific function of the simplysupported beam bridge can be calculated through the failure criterion of double reinforcement rectangle section. The nonprobabilistic reliability index is solved through the modified one-dimension optimization algorithm as follows:
1) Solving the function N Through the reliability analysis of the simply-supported beam bridge, it is shown that its worst stress section is the mid-span and the section of the mid-span has the biggest bending moment. Its limit state equation is:
Among them R is the structural resistance, S is the loading effect. Calculate R according to the formula of the bearing capacity of the normal section of flexural members; the load effect S can be calculated by analyzing the internal
force of the bridge under the bridge's dead weight and the lane load. Its calculation expression is as follows:
Then the formula (3) can be expressed as follows:
Reliability assessment process Analyze the simply-supported beam bridge according to the improved one-dimensional optimization algorithm as follows:
A. obtain the parameters needed for calculation and analysis according to the measurement and study on field;
B. arrange and analyze measured data, represent each parameter in form of interval and calculate each variable's mid-value, deviation and dispersion;
C. obtain the expressions of the resistance and the internal force of the solid plate respectively to establish the limit function; D. analyze the sensitivity of the function and calculate parameter factors of the function with high sensitivity and low sensitivity; E. solve the non-probabilistic reliability through the improved one-dimensional optimization algorithm. Use the finite element software MATLAB to solve the equation of higher degree. When the non-probabilistic reliability
, the structure is not reliable; when 1  η , the structure is reliable. Judge the result and assess the reliability of the bridge security before reinforcement.
III. ACTUAL ENGINEERING RELIABLITY ASSESSMENT
AND BRIDGE REINFORCEMENT SCHEME
A. Project overview
Sanmen Bridge is located on the Guangshui Songchang Road in Suizhou city with the center stake number of K136+260. It is a reinforced concrete girder bridge with a span composition of 1×8m, total length of 24.1m, original bridge deck width of 12m, and is divided into two sections of the motor way and the sidewalk. The upper superstructure is the precast reinforced concrete solid plate and the substructure adapts the gravity-typed abutment. The bridge abutment is made of mortar rubble, with cone slope protection on both sides. The designed load grade of the whole bridge is Automobile -15. Due to its long operation period, it is designed according to the Road-II Load. Because information about the bridge's original design and completion hasn't been collected and equipped steel bars in the solid plate of the superstructure are unknown, there lacks relevant information for calculation and checking. According to the survey, the bridge has large amount of current traffic and overloading vehicles over the years of its operation since construction, causing great diseases of the bridge security including: (1)Concrete on the bottom of the solid plate damages and appears vertical and horizontal cracks, which cannot meet the capacity requirements; (2) The main disease of the bridge deck pavement is the serious bridge abutment jump caused by the bridge abutment filler sedimentation and the slab broken. Concrete in the expansion joint breaks, one side of the abutment has no joint and part of the sidewalk has no joint; (3) he front wall and the left wall of No.1 bridge abutment have bad vertical cracks and the right wall has vertical cracks. The cone slope of the bridge abutment appears cracks.
Measure and investigate the bridge, and collect data of the bridge by tools. Draw the bridge map through live inductive date and draw the data by the measuring midvalues. The bridge's general arrangement diagram is as follows. Due to the traffic volume and overloading, on the bottom of the bridge plate appears some local cracks, and the bearing capacity can't meet the usage requirements. The carbon fiber sheet reinforcing method is chosen considering the small change of the bridge's deflection. Two-layers of carbon fiber sheet with a total width of 300mm, a total length of 500cm are pasted on the bottom of the plate for reinforcing. Measure the bridge data and value all parameters of the bridge. The influence curve of the sensitivity on function N is shown in diagrams 7. according to the specification mandates. Plug x into pattern (6) and get the following formula:
According to parameters' sensitivity, determine each parameter's corresponding value or express as corresponding interval and plug it into the formula: (8) According to the results of sensitivity analyses, the analyses of improved one-dimensional optimization algorithm and the positive and negative results of the judgments of all parameters' partial derivatives, determine the value of each parameter variable, calculate the nonprobabilistic reliability index  using the matlab as 0.8086, which is smaller than 1. We can conclude that the bridge's structure is not reliable and must strengthen it.
B. Evaluating the Reinforcing Effects Based on the Onedimensional Optimization Algorithm
1)
Solving the function after reinforcing According to data's live measurement gathering, we generalize all parameter variables the function needs, as is shown in the Table II. The computing methods of sensitivity analysis before reinforcing and after reinforcement are the same. The nonprobabilistic reliability index  to be solved is 1.279, which is bigger than 1. It shows that the bearing capacity of the bridge strengthened by carbon fiber sheet can meet the requirements, so the validity of the reinforcement can be determined. However this computing method aims at the situation that the limit equation is known but many bridges' limit state equation can't be solved easily in the real project and it needs the finite element modeling analysis method. Therefore we make modeling numerical solution by preexisting failure point optimization method below, and at the same time, provide ideas and analysis methods to bridges which can't get the function in the carbon fiber sheet reinforcement by comparing with one-dimension optimization algorithm.
2) Evaluating the reinforcement effects based on the failure point optimization method
Use midas/FEA to for modeling. The finite element computing model of the carbon fiber sheet reinforcing the solid plate are shown in diagrams of 8 and 9. Select the mid-span section unit for comparison and analysis, select the internal force combination in the maximum moment state for analysis and make the nonprobabilistic reliability analysis of controlling section when making midas/FEA modeling analyses.
Using the failure point optimization method to solve the non-probabilistic reliability index needs to model and solve the internal force for several times when making the midas modeling analysis. Because of many times of modeling, we analyze evident influence factors including the calculated span-0 l , the board's height-h , the tensile steel's area -S A and the board's elastic modulus l E . The function is convergent when the number of iterations is 7. So the non-probabilistic index is 1.323. Conclusion: the result of non-probabilistic parameters calculated by the failure point optimization method is bigger than the result by the one-dimension optimization algorithm. There is a certain error between them. The error is 3% according to the computing results of them, which validates the validity of the analysis of reinforcing bridge with carbon fiber sheet by the failure point optimization method and provides supports to complicated strengthened bridge's non-probabilistic reliability computing.
C. Optimization research of the width and layer amount of carbon fiber sheet reinforcing
We discuss the influence rules of non-probabilistic reliability index after reinforcing by changing the amount of carbon fiber sheet used in reinforcing. The carbon fiber sheet parameters include the paste thickness b f and the carbon fiber sheet paste layer f  . We solve the computing results of the non-probabilistic reliability index according the two adapted parameters variables when reinforcing. Through comparison analysis above we can conclude that the effect of paste layer's change on carbon fiber sheet reinforcement's non-probabilistic reliability index is great. Because the non-probabilistic reliability index's increase from one-layer to two-layer is bigger than the change from two-layer to three-layer, we choose to paste two-layer often. The effect of width on non-probabilistic reliability index is smaller compared with the layer. So the bridge's paste width is 300mm and the layer is two. The non-probabilistic reliability index is 1.279 which meets the requirements.
IV. THE REINFORCING SCHEME Because there are some local cracks on the bottom of the bridge and the bearing capacity can't meet the requirements, two layers of first-class carbon fiber sheet are pasted on the bottom of the plate with a total width of 300cm and a total length of 500cm for reinforcing. The specific construction process is shown in Fig. 10 New bridge deck pavement should be designed and the drainage system should be improved for damaged roads and rails to extend the life of the bridge and improve its appearance. A C40 waterproof concrete layer with 10cm thick is re-paved on the bridge, which adapts single-layer rebar and has a double cross slope of 2%. Replace the rail into marble rail. Reconstruct the deck drainage system made of PVC pipes with a layout spacing of 5m and an amount of 6 in total. Dismantle the origin expansion joints of the deck and rebuild 2 GQF-C-40 expansion joints.
V.
CONCLUSIONS We apply the non-probabilistic reliability theory to this field for the first time by the research on reinforcing bridge with carbon fiber sheet and offer new research methods and approaches for reinforcing bridge with carbon fiber sheet. The main research results are listed as follows:
①.Apply the non-probabilistic reliability theory to reinforcing bridge with carbon fiber sheet for the first time and offer the determining methods of the function;
②.Apply the existing failure point optimization to build Midas/FEA model and get numerical solutions, and at the same time, offer new thoughts and analysis methods for bridges with different functions by the paste carbon fiber sheet reinforcing through comparing with the improved onedimensional algorithm;
③.Point out that the change of the paste layer amount has much effect on the non-probabilistic reliability index of the carbon fiber sheet reinforcing. The increase of the nonprobabilistic reliability index from pasting one layer to two layers is larger than that from pasting two layers to three layers. Introduce the process of reliability assessment and reinforcement scheme selection, and verify the validity of methods in this paper.
